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COVID-19 RESOURCES
Covid-19 Nurse Triage Line

543-6949

— If you are feeliwng sick, or seeking
medical advice.

Behavioral Health COVID-19
Emotional Support Phone line

543-6272

—Talk to a behavioral health team
member and get some help to
alleviate your worries.
9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday–Friday

Behavioral Health Emergency
Services

543-6499

— For suicidal ideation, severe
depression, decompensation, or
serious issues call 24/7

YK Elder’s Home would like to say a big thank you to Phillip and Alice Noes and
the Vanasse Family for donating smelts! YK Elder’s Home staffers Valerie Johnson, Andrea Allen, and David Evon fried some up and the Elders really enjoyed
them. We also strung some up to hang on our fish rack to enjoy later.
If you have symptoms like a cough, fever or shortness of breath and think you

SAMHSA (Substance Abuse and
Mental Health Services Administration) Disaster Distress Helpline

1-800-985-5990

— or text TalkWithUs to
66746 to connect with a
trained crisis counselor.

YKHC Website

have the Covid-19 virus, do not go to your village clinic and do not go to the

www.ykhc.org/covid-19

Emergency Room in Bethel. Instead, call your village clinic, or in Bethel,

Centers for Disease Control &
Prevention

call 543-6949.

https://www.cdc.gov/
coronavirus/2019-nCoV/
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resources

ykhc board of directors

YKHC main switchboard������������������������������� 543-6000
Toll Free��������������������������������������������� 1-800-478-3321

Unit 1

Unit 2

APPOINTMENTS
Outpatient Clinics
(Yukon, Kusko, Delta) ������������������������������������� 543-6442
Dental������������������������������������������������������������������� 543-6229
Optometry���������������������������������������������������������� 543-6336
Audiology������������������������������������������������������������� 543-6466

Mary Ayunerak
Alakanuk

SUBREGIONAL CLINICS

Unit 3

Michael Hunt, Sr.
Kotlik

Geraldine Beans
St. Mary’s

Wassilie ‘Wesley’ Pitka
Marshall

Unit 4

Aniak���������������������������������������������������������������������� 675-4556
Emmonak������������������������������������������������������������� 949-3500
St. Mary’s������������������������������������������������������������� 438-3500
Toksook Bay�������������������������������������������������������� 427-3500
Hooper Bay��������������������������������������������������������� 758-3500

SERVICES
Inpatient (North Wing)���������������������������������� 543-6330
Pharmacy Refill Line��������������������������������������� 543-6988
Toll Free������������������������������������������������� 877-543-6988
Physical Therapy���������������������������������������������� 543-6342
Women’s Health����������������������������������������������� 543-6296
Irnivik Birthing Center����������������������������������� 543-6346
Behavioral Health Services�������������������������� 543-6100
BH CRISIS RESPONSE LINE������������������� 543-6499
Substance Abuse Treatment������������������� 543-6730
Sobering Center������������������������������������������� 543-6830
Developmental Disabilities��������������������� 543-2762
Emergency Room��������������������������������������������� 543-6395
Office of Environmental Health & Engineering,
Injury Contro & EMS��������������������������������������� 543-6420

Bonnie Persson
Upper Kalskag

Patricia Yaska
Chuathbaluk

Phillip K. Peter, Sr
Akiachak

James Nicori
Kwethluk

Stan Hoffman, Sr.
Bethel

Alton Alexie
Bethel

Walter Jim
Bethel

Chris Larson
Napaskiak

Unit 6

Unit 7

Unit 8

Anna Angaiak
Nunapitchuk

Adolph Lewis
Kwigillingok

Abraham David
Mekoryuk

James Sipary
Toksook Bay

Unit 10

Unit 11

Darren Cleveland
Quinhagak

Marvin Deacon
Grayling

Unit 5

ADMINISTRATION & SUPPORT
Administration��������������������������������������������������� 543-6020
Human Resources�������������������������������������������� 543-6060
Public Relations������������������������������������������������ 543-6013
Travel Management����������������������������������������� 543-6360

Unit 9

The Messenger is a monthly publication produced by the Yukon-Kuskokwim Health Corporation’s Public Relations Department as a report
to Tribal Members.
For questions, comments, submission of articles,
or subscription information, write to Messenger
Editor, Yukon-Kuskokwim Health Corporation,
P.O. Box 528, Bethel, Alaska 99559; or call 907543-6039. E-mail: publicrelations@ykhc.org
Deadline is the 15th of the month, or the preceding Friday if the 15th is on a weekend, for
publication on the first of the following month.
The Messenger is also available for download
on our website at www.ykhc.org/messenger.
Please ask permission to reprint articles or
pictures.
This institution is an equal opportunity provider.
ATTENTION: If you speak Yup’ik, free translations services are available to you. Call 907543-6603.
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Patrick Tall
Chevak

John Uttereyuk
Scammon Bay

Honorary Board
Member

James Charlie, Sr.
Toksook Bay
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Message
from the President & CEO
Dan Winkelman, President and CEO.

As of June 1, we have tested almost 3,000 people for
COVID-19 in Bethel and the YK Delta’s villages. Two were
positive for COVID-19 and one was a false positive test.
Drive-thru COVID-19 testing is available in Bethel and we offer airport testing for Alaska
Airlines’ passengers arriving from Anchorage. However, only 30% to 50% of passengers opt for testing. If that percentage continues to decrease we will reevaluate the effectiveness of our airport testing program. Please encourage your friends who travel and
the owners of local businesses to have their traveling workers get tested after landing in
Bethel so we can continue our program and protect our communities.
As the State reopens and more people travel, we can expect the incidence of the virus to
increase and to appear in locations not seen before. All Alaska Airlines’ passengers should
be strongly encouraged to opt for free testing when entering the region from Anchorage.
It is quick and painless. More importantly, it protects our maurluu’s and apii’s, friends,
neighbors and the entire region.
Identification of new cases by aggressive testing, isolation and contact tracing are tried
and true tactics that have worked successfully all across the world. It has worked here and
will continue to work so long as most passengers continue to opt for free airport testing.
We look forward to the day that a COVID-19 vaccine becomes
available. Please remember to continue social distancing, practice good personal hygiene and wear a mask when in public
places. Only together, through these simple practices, can we beat
COVID-19.
Sincerely,

Free COVID-19 testing is available at the Bethel airport
for travelers arriving from Anchorage.

Yukon-Kuskokwim Health Corporation
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COVID-19 PRECAUTIONS AT YKHC
At YKHC, the health of our customers, the communities we serve, and
our staff come first. YKHC began preparing for COVID-19 in February,
well before a positive case reached Alaska or our service area.
Whether in our Bethel hospital or one of our village clinics,
during this time of uncertainty, we are taking every precaution to protect the well-being and safety of those who visit
our facilities.
As health providers resume routine procedures, YKHC is
moving forward diligently and cautiously, remaining vigilant of COVID-19. We would like to take a moment to highlight the safety measures we have implemented across our
health system with you and your loved ones in mind.

Precautions we are taking within YKHC
Facilities
Whether scheduling or arriving for an in-person appointment, rest assured that your health is our number one priority. You can expect the following when you schedule an
in-person appointment at YKHC:
• We are conducting symptoms and exposure-risk screenings for all patients during scheduling, upon arrival to our
facility, and during registration for an appointment.

YKHC employees are mandated to wear face coverings and
maintain a distance of six feet from others as much as possible.

• We have implemented social distancing best practices
within our facilities.
• Waiting area furniture has been re-arranged to encourage
non-congregate seating.

See COVID-19 PRECAUTIONS, p. 5

JUNE 2020 SAFETY TIP:
Boat Safety
To help prevent and prepare for capsizing, swamping, or someone falling overboard,
follow these guidelines.
 Make sure that you and your passengers are wearing life
jackets while the boat is underway.
 Attach the ignition safety switch lanyard to your wrist,
clothes, or life jacket.
 Don’t allow anyone to sit on the gunwale, bow, seat backs,
motor cover, or any other area not designed for seating.
Also, don’t let anyone sit on pedestal seats when operating
at a speed greater than idle speed.
 Don’t overload your boat. Balance the load of all passengers and gear.

 When anchoring,
secure the anchor
line to the bow,
never to the stern.
 File a float plan or let
others know where
you are going and
your travel times

 Keep your center of gravity low by not allowing people
to stand up or move around while underway, especially in
smaller, less-stable boats.

 Have an emergency
pack onboard including food, water, first
aid, and a fire source.

 In a small boat, don’t allow anyone to lean a shoulder
beyond the gunwale.

 Make sure you have extra fuel including enough to get to
your destination and back.

 Slow your boat appropriately when turning.

 Always check the weather and tide forecasts for your trip
to include your direction of travel and destination for the
duration of your trip.

 Don’t risk boating in rough water conditions or in bad

4

weather.
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COVID-19 PRECAUTIONS, from p. 4
• We created a separate waiting area in the hospital for expectant
mothers.
• Patients with any respiratory symptoms are taken into an isolated area of the outpatient clinic, away from the general public.
We have enhanced our existing cleaning procedures.
• We increased the frequency of disinfecting high-traffic and frequently touched surfaces.
• We increased inspection and chemical swab testing after cleaning.
• After every patient, we are deep cleaning each room, including use of chemical disinfectants and additional cleaning procedures.

Employee Health Protocols

In our Bethel hospital, blue tape markings note safe distances from
reception desks.

To ensure our providers are healthy as they take care of you, we
have enacted several rigorous employee health protocols. Some of
these include:
• All employees who have traveled out-of-region, must complete
a quarantine upon return. During this quarantine, employees
must take and record their temperature twice a day for 14 days.
• All employees entering the hospital are receiving screening for
respiratory symptoms.
• All staff, including those in non-patient care positions, are required to wear a mask at all times while in YKHC facilities.
• All providers traveling to our villages receive enhanced screening and testing.
• All staff are tested before any village travel.

We are conducting symptoms and exposure-risk screenings for all
patients arriving at our facility.

YKHC is partnering with Tribes and cities in our service area to understand what local guidance is in place for incoming travelers.

Accessible Testing to Patients and the Public
Recognizing that widespread testing is one of the few ways to find
and reduce the spread of this contagious virus, YKHC has put a
widespread testing strategy in place. This includes:
• Upon arrival of flights from Anchorage, YKHC staff provide
symptom screenings and on-site testing for arriving passengers
at the Bethel airport.
• We continue to test individuals complaining of COVID-19 related symptoms in Bethel and across the region, including testing in more than 30 villages.
• We are testing patients 48 hours prior to routine procedures if
the appointment poses a higher risk of exposure (such as a dental appointment that may require a filling or other aerosol-generating procedure).
• Village-based patients will be tested on-site prior to routine
procedures if circumstances allow. If on-site tests are not available, YKHC providers will only perform care that does not risk
spread or exposure of COVID-19.
• All patients admitted to the hospital, including expectant mothers, are tested.

Yukon-Kuskokwim Health Corporation
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Testing is available at the airport for arriving passengers’

YKHC is here for you and your family
We know COVID-19 is worrisome for many, but YKHC is making
every effort to keep our customers and the communities we serve
safe. In addition to increased safety measures in our facilities, we
are also offering outpatient medial appointments through telehealth. To schedule a telehealth appointment, call 543-6442,
or visit https://www.ykhc.org/telehealth/ for more information.

Medical Appointments
Available via Telehealth
What is Telehealth?
Customers can receive medical care
in the privacy of their homes via a
secure video platform or a
one-on-one phone call with a
physician or other medical provider.
Almost all YKHC outpatient medical
appointments are available, including:
• Family planning appointments
(birth control)
• Reﬁlls for chronic medications
• Visits for shoulder, back and knee pain
• Visits for common cold symptoms
• Prenatal appointments (where no
sonogram is needed)

How to Make a
Telehealth Appointment
1

Contact YKHC Outpatient
Scheduling at 543-6442 to
schedule your appointment.

2

Next, our technology team will contact
you and do a “Tech Check” with you to
ensure you have everything you need for
your appointment.

3

On the day of your appointment, YKHC
Registration will call you to register you
in our system for your appointment.

4

Your provider will then contact you
through your appointment method —
either phone or video — and see you for
your medical issue.

Please note: In-home telehealth is new at YKHC. While we have worked out as many problems as possible, there still may be
small hiccups as we roll out this new way of providing care. Thank you for your patience as we improve this process to ensure
you have access to the care you need!

For more information, visit: www.ykhc.org/telehealth
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THE MONTH OF JUNE RECOGNIZES MEN’S HEALTH AWARENESS
Men’s Health Week 2020

MHW is a time to bring awareness to health issues that affect
men disproportionately and focus on making men more aware of
problems they may have or problems that could develop. It allows
men to gain the courage to do something about them.
National and International Men’s Health Week (MHW) always begins on the Monday before Father’s Day and ends on
Father’s Day itself. This year it is from Monday, June 15 until Sunday, June 21. MHW reminds us it is OK to talk about
health issues and not just push them to the side.

It’s important for men to understand their family health history, which is a written record of the diseases and health
conditions present in the family. It is helpful to talk with
family members about health history, write this information
down, and update it from time to time.

You can support the men in your life by having
healthy habits yourself and by making healthy
choices.

Cancer screenings can help detect early forms of cancer.
These are screenings for:

• Eat healthy and include a variety of fruits and vegetables every day. These have many vitamins and minerals that may help protect you from chronic diseases. Limit
foods and drinks high in calories, sugar, salt, fat, and alcohol.
• Regular physical activity has many benefits. It can
help control your weight, reduce your risk of heart disease
and some cancers, and can improve your mental health
and mood. Find fun ways to be active together. Adults
need 2½ hours of physical activity each week.
• Set an example by choosing to be tobacco and drug
free and encourage the men in your life to quit using
tobacco or other drugs. Quitting tobacco has immediate and long-term benefits. You lower your risk for different types of cancer and avoid exposing others to secondhand smoke.
• Help the men in your life recognize and reduce stress.
Physical or emotional tension are often signs of stress.
They can be reactions to a situation that causes you to feel
threatened or anxious. Learn ways to manage stress including finding support, eating healthy, exercising regularly, and avoiding drugs and alcohol.

Remind Men to Get Regular Checkups
One of the best ways to celebrate Men’s Health Week is to
make an appointment you’ve been putting off! Have a mole
you need looked at or an elbow injury that keeps flaring up?
Feel like your digestion has been off or you’re having erectile
or urinary problems? Use Men’s Health Week as a chance to
call and make that appointment.
Certain diseases and conditions may not have symptoms, so
checkups help identify issues early or before they become a
problem.

Yukon-Kuskokwim Health Corporation
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Testicular cancer — which occurs as early as age 15.
Skin cancer — check any moles, spots or skin lesions that

change or grow

Prostate cancer — the prospect of a rectal exam keeps many

men away from the doctor’s office (remember a simple blood
test can also help with a correct diagnosis).
Colorectal cancer — screening includes colonoscopy and eval-

uation of stool samples.

Having regular (at least annual) blood pressure checks can
help prevent heart attack and stroke. Know the Signs and
Symptoms of a Heart Attack:
• Pain or discomfort in the jaw, neck, or back
• Feeling weak, light-headed, or faint
• Chest pain or discomfort
• Pain or discomfort in arms or shoulder
• Shortness of breath
Regular (and at least annual) blood sugar screenings will
help identify if you are at risk or have developed diabetes.

Encourage Men to Seek Help for Depression
Depression is one of the leading causes of disease or injury
worldwide for both men and women. Learn to recognize the
signs and how to help the men in your life.
Signs include persistent sadness, grumpiness, feelings of
hopelessness, tiredness and decreased energy, and thoughts
of suicide.
Those who suffer from depression or anxiety should seek
help as early as possible. If you or someone you care about is

see MEN’S HEALTH, page 10
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Healthy Living

COMMUNITY
ACTIVITY AND
GARDEN AWARDS

GRANTS AVAILABLE FOR YK DELTA COMMUNITIES
The Community Activity and Garden Awards is an opportunity for
communities to receive up to $5,000 for community projects and it
is available to all community organizations within the YK Delta.
To give you an idea for projects to host in your community, here are some of the programs
and projects YKHC Diabetes Prevention and Control has funded in the past.
The development
of a fish camp to
teach valuable, traditional knowledge
for at-risk youths
that they might
not be receiving at
home.

Developing, planting, and maintaining a community
garden with a focus on providing grown produce for the
vulnerable people in our communities.

Hosting a summer program
to educate youth on navigating the outdoors— building
tools to assist with subsistence, and living a healthy,
traditional, and cultural lifestyle in the modern world.

If you have any project ideas that you would like to see happen in your community, please consider applying for the
Community Activity and Garden Awards provided by Diabetes Prevention and Control.
Please contact us at 907-543-6133 or by email at
Diabetes_Program@ykhc.org to request an application or
to answer any questions you may have about our application
process or community projects.
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, Diabetes Prevention and
Control has removed application deadlines and all applications will be reviewed as soon as they are received.

8
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DENTAL, OPTOMETRY AND PHYSICAL THERAPY NOW SEEING PATIENTS

Health mandate 15, issued by the
Governor’s office, allows many
routine services by healthcare
providers to resume.
The health mandate requires certain measures to be taken to
protect the health and well-being of patients and staff.
Dental, optometry and physical therapy are all now open for
routine visits. See below for more details on each service.
As a reminder, YKHC’s universal masking policy requires all
employees and patients to wear masks while in our facilities.
For dental appointments, call 543-6229.

Dental
Dental is currently limited to seeing patients for routine exams and cleanings using methods that do not generate aerosols. Most dental procedures, like fillings and root canals,
generate aerosols and appointments for these types of services will begin to be available starting May 5. Mandate 15
requires patients being seen for routine procedures to have
a negative COVID-19 test within 48 hours before their appointment. More details will be shared as they are available.
Patients scheduling dental appointments will be screened for
symptoms and other COVID-19 risk factors. More information about dental services is available on our website here.

Optometry
All optometry services are now available. Various protective
measures have been put in place to ensure patient and provider safety.
For optometry appointments, call 543-6336.

Physical Therapy
All physical therapy services are now available. Various protective measures have been put in place to ensure patient and
provider safety.
For physical therapy appointments, call 543-6342.

To find out more about what YKHC is doing to address the challenges
of the COVID-19 pandemic, please turn to page 3.
recipe of the month

Black Eyed Pea Soup

Preparation:

Ingredients

1. Wash the greens. Drain and rinse the black eyed peas.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 tablespoon oil
1 medium onion, chopped
1/8 teaspoon garlic powder
1 cup bacon or pork
2 cups fiddle heads or any type of green such as spinach,
collard
greens, etc.
1 can chicken or vegetable broth
2 cans black eyed peas
1/2 cup water
2 teaspoons apple cider vinegar (optional)
Salt and pepper to taste

Yukon-Kuskokwim Health Corporation
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2. Chop the onions and cut bacon/pork into small pieces.
3. Place oil, onion, garlic, and bacon in large pot
over medium heat (make sure pot has a lid).
4. Stir occasionally until onion is clear,
about 3 to 5 minutes.
5. Add greens and broth to pot.
6. Cover and simmer for about 20 minutes
until the greens are tender.
7. Place half of the black-eyed peas in a bowl
and mash them. Add mashed peas and other
half of non-mashed peas into the pot.
8. Add 1/2 cup of water. Simmer for another 5 minutes.
Stir in vinegar just before serving if desired. Taste and
add small amount of salt and/or pepper if desired.
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CHAP NEWS

Community Health
Aide Program

MARCH 2020 HEALTH AIDE OF THE MONTH:
Gwendolyn Evan, CHP, Kongiganak
The CHAP department wants to thank all first responders during this difficult time. We
are truly grateful for your dedication and for the work you provide for your communities and for YKHC. This epidemic brought us closer while staying six feet away. March was
filled with surprises and uncertainty for everyone. Emergencies still occur through shutdowns and our health aides are there to help.
Gwendolyn Evan, CHP, is from the village of Kongignak. She is known to many as “Janet.”
She was the sole health aide for quite some time until Marcy Daniel, CHA II, joined her
team. Janet is known for her positive and courageous attitude during difficult times. She
seems to thrive when she is busy and continues to give the best care to her patients.
Janet, with the best of her ability, took care of a critical patient who was medevaced to
Anchorage. Although we cannot disclose any details, we are truly thankful for your efforts and for the care you provided. You are an amazing inspiration to many in your community. Keep up the great work! You are appreciated!

Gwendolyn “Janet” Evan, CHP.

MARTH ATTIE RETIRES
Martha started her career for YKHC as a Health Aide for Kipnuk in 1980.
She moved up to Supervisor Instructor in 1988. Her career spanned all the
phases of “Radio Medical Traffic”—from the big box with the VHF through
fax, phone and RAVEN—YKHC’s electronic medical system.
In her years as a float health aide for YKHC, she traveled up and down the
Kuskokwim seeing many different patients, including her current supervisor
Katherine Evon when she was just a baby!
During many holidays Martha made sure all children were well enough to
attend the village church festivities. She made home visits for her patients to
make sure they were cared for. She showed compassion for her patients in
all her work.
Martha has been a Health Aide Supervisor for 29 years. She has made lifelong friends within the CHAP program and outside of work with the villages
she serves. She continuously strives for nothing but the best. She received
YKHC’s Health Aide of the Year award in 1983.
Thank you Martha for taking care of the communities of the Kuskokwim.
Thank you for being part of our CHAP family!

Martha Attie received the statewide North Star
Award in 2018. She retired this year after 40
years of service.

MEN’S HEALTH, from p. 7
in crisis, please seek help immediately by calling Behavioral
Health Emergency Services at 543-6499.
While there are many factors that contribute to a healthy
life—including diet, exercise, stress management, and men-

10
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tal and emotional wellness—one of the most important
practices is to regularly visit the doctor and the dentist. Individuals who have routine check-ups better understand the
association between a healthy lifestyle and a greater quality of life.

June 2020

For more information about PJCP, visit
our website: www.calricaraq.org

DR. PAUL JOHN CALRICARAQ PROJECT
Guiding Principles: Represent the Y-K region’s Culture & Identity | Promote Customer Centered Care | Affordable Cost & Sustainable Operations

PJCP CONSTRUCTION
Work in the connector link between the Clinic and the Hospital continues with the contractors correcting above ceiling punchlist items.
Mechanical grills, lighting, radiant panels, base board heat, and fire
protection device installation continues in the ceiling. Impact resistant
panels for walls, door hardware, toilet partitions and plumbing fixture
installation is continuing. Casework, flooring, relite glazing, built-in
radius benches and stonework on the fireplace began in May for the
Gathering House.
The connector includes the Gift Shop, Patient Financial/Travel, Phase
2 of the Outpatient Pharmacy and Gathering House. In the Clinic
Dental, YKHC Construction created temporary enclosed dental suites
for treating patients with additional means of separation, as the open
operatories are not ideal during this pandemic period.

HOSPITAL RENOVATION
The Emergency Department and Behavioral Health renovation
continues. Ceilings are installed and the finishes of air diffusers, light
fixtures, radiant heat panels and fire protection devices continues.
Flooring is substantially complete in the patient areas, with the Emergency Registration flooring and ceiling installation continuing. High
impact wall protection wainscot is being installed along with doors
and hardware.

Gathering House heater on radius wall with brackets for built in bench.

INSPECTIONS
Architect and Engineering (A/E) team members have not been on
the site for inspections since early March due to travel restrictions.
With A/E oversight, YKHC Construction Department is providing
the above-ceiling inspections for architectural, mechanical, plumbing
electrical, fire stopping and fire proofing throughout the Hospital
renovations and Connector Link.

Aluminum sliding doors for ER patient and trauma rooms were scheduled for mid-May. Emergency traffic from the existing ambulance
bay to the temporary emergency department is rerouted through the
south main entry ramp to the hospital during construction of the new
ambulance bay.

ASKW-DAVIS CONSTRUCTORS COVID-19
PREVENTATIVE ACTION STEPS

In the Surgery and Central Sterile areas, plumbing, mechanical,
electrical and insulation at above-ceiling spaces has been progressing.
Hanging of drywall ceilings and walls was completed in early May
followed by tape and mud, preparing for paint and wall protection
finishes.

• Construction personnel with access to vehicles are to
use these vehicles exclusively for transportation to
and from the construction camps and the job site.

The extension of the Servery and dining area for the cafeteria is
proceeding after relocation of the Sani-Pak biohazard waste treatment
equipment from the old boiler room to its own room with a new cart
wash.
With the air handling equipment removed, the existing rooftop penthouse above the temporary emergency department (old clinic space)
is getting new electrical panels set. In the rooftop penthouse above the
Kitchen and Servery, old equipment has been removed and the roughin of plumbing for medical air, vacuum, and instrument air compressors and piping is completing with power and controls being run for
the equipment. Plumbing and electrical is continuing for air handler
unit #2, with startup now planned for the end of May.

• Construction personnel are segregated from general
clinical and hospital operations and personnel.

• All on-site personnel and those visiting the job site
must comply with rapid testing upon arrival and 5
days after arrival, YKHC self-monitoring program
(recording temperatures 2x/day), and face covering
guidelines.
• ASKW-Davis has secured a separate, empty,
3-bedroom house for use in the event that any
employee, residing in one of the camps, needs to be
sequestered from the rest of the group due to either
positive testing for COVID-19 or for the time awaiting
testing results if warranted by symptoms.
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WHO’S COMING TO A CLINIC NEAR YOU?
The following providers will be bringing healthcare services closer to your home in
the coming months. To schedule an appointment time, contact your village health
clinic.
Dates are subject to change dependent on weather or other scheduling issues.
June
Dental
Kotlik: Dr. Susan Sergie, Nadine Long DA and Mikayla Kassaiuli DA�������������6/1-5
Napaskiak: Dr. David Humphrey and 2 DAs���������������������������������������������������������� 6/2-11
Chefornak: Dr Susan Sergie, Janelle Kinegak DA
and Mikayla Kassaiuli DA����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 6/15-19
Mekoryuk: Allison Ayapan, DHAT + 1������������������������������������������������������������������� 6/15-19
Newtok: Shawn Martin, DHAT + 1�������������������������������������������������������������������������� 6/22-26
Family Medicine
Scammon Bay: Dr. Roll with nurse��������������������������������������������������������������������������������6/1-5
Napakiak: Anne Komulainen, PA-C, with nurse�������������������������������������������������������6/1-5
Chevak: Linda Hewett, FNP���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������6/2-4
Aniak: Adeline Wiseman���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������6/2-4
Scammon Bay: Rebekah Diky, PA-C + Kaysha Lake NA������������������������������������ 6/8-11
Anvik: Colleen Britt, FNP & April Mattson, CHP���������������������������������������������� 6/15-17
St. Mary’s SRC: Dr. Wong (pediatrician)��������������������������������������������������������������� 6/22-26

Physical Therapy
Marshall: Jesse Gefroh, PT����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������6/1-3
Kipnuk: Eliza Caguioa, PT���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 6/9-11
Tuntutuliak: Erin Knowles, PT���������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 6/10-12
Quinhagak: Jesse Gefroh, PT������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ 6/16-18
Kotlik: Eliza Caguioa, PT��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 6/16-18
July
Physical Therapy
Hooper Bay: Erin Knowles, PT����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������7/6-8
Chevak: Erin Knowles, PT���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 7/9-10
Family Medicine
Chevak: Sandra Beeman, PA-C��������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 7/28-30
August
Dental
Chefornak: Allison Ayapan, DHAT + 1������������������������������������������������������������������������8/3-7
Family Medicine
Chevak: Linda Hewett, FNP���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������8/4-6
Mekoryuk: Dr. Judy with a nurse����������������������������������������������������������������������������� 8/17-19
Chevak: Sandra Beeman, PA-C��������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 8/25-27
Physical Therapy
Marshall: Vicki Lear, PA-C������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ 8/24-28
Mtn. Village: Denise Tran-Boelz, FNP�������������������������������������������������������������������������8/4-6

